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Paraguay is at a critical crossroad

Rapid growth since 2005 financial crisis

Soybean “revolution”
▶ Gains from switching from low margin crops and deforestation
▶ Not likely to yield further growth

Services (finance, construction, retailing)
▶ Investment by Argentinian investors seeking safety
▶ Some of these services reflect illegal activities (drugs, money

laundering)

But huge opportunities
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Debt appears to be sustainable
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Top Priority: Organized Crime

Organized crime has made major inroads into Paraguay

Widespread calls from more police/judicial resources

Organized crime is very different from “low-level” crime (such
as the “motochorros”)

Organized crime is organized
▶ Killings are calculated and strategic
▶ Organized crime prefers peace

Once organized crime is present, terrible tradeoff between peace
and weak organized gangs
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President Calderon’s War on Organized Crime

Mexico Ciudad Juarez
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“Pacto de Fusil” in Medellin
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Potential of Greater Asuncion

Population more than tripled, mostly in suburbs

Greater Asuncion has the scale and potential but little
infrastructure

Infrastructure for Innovation and Startups
▶ Young population
▶ San Lorenzo/UNA innovation hub?

Infrastructure for companies to grow
▶ Public transportation efficient (cheap and goes everywhere);

Huge gains from small investments.
▶ Metrobus is the right idea; revisit and learn from mistakes?
▶ Flooding is major obstacle to getting to work
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Focus the Public Sector

Widespread cynicism about the public sector

But some successes such as Pytyvõ

Reform the public health system
▶ Public sector is needed to collect revenues
▶ But why do we need a public sector monopoly to deliver services?
▶ Any effective system needs competition

Look at Colombia’s health care reform of early 1990s
▶ Public sector collects taxes and provides subsidies to low income
▶ Health care delivered by privately-owned providers
▶ In large urban areas, competitive system; consumers have choice
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